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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of this study was to determine if important amounts of bias exist in 
genomic evaluations of dairy cattle in various regions of the United States. Genomic and 
traditional data was collected from three regions, Maddox Dairy in Riverdale, CA (West 
Coast), Iowa State University (Midwest) and Pennsylvania State University (East Coast). 
Genomic samples of 936 registered 1st lactation fresh Holstein heifers from Maddox 
Dairy in Riverdale, CA were collected using the BoveSNP50 Bead Chip. Iowa State 
University (ISU) supplied genomic, parental average and PTA results from 334 Holstein 
cows whose genomic samples were collected using the BoveSNP50 Bead Chip. 
Pennsylvania State University (PSU) supplied 2 data sets, one of 68 Holstein cows using 
the BovLD genomic test and another set of 210 Holsteins collected using BoveSNP50 
Bead Chip. The traits evaluated in this study were net merit, productive life, somatic cell 
score, daughter pregnancy rate, milk, fat, fat%, protein, protein %, daughter calving ease, 
daughter still birth, predicted transmitting ability type and total performance index for all 
dairy farms. Genomic and traditional reliabilities for each farm were also given. A simple 
regression of genomic PTAs on PA and/or traditional PTA were calculated for each trait. 
Genomic evaluations were regressed against their PTA’s computed from PA or 
traditional PTA. The expected value for that regression was 1 and any deviation from 1 
concluded that bias existed. In the end, Maddox Dairy expressed the most extreme 
deviations from 1 and ISU expressed the smallest deviations from 1. Current genomic 
evaluations may have been biased for cattle raised in western environment. Bias may be a 
result of epigenetic defects, G X E interaction or non-stable LD.  
Key words: genetic evaluations, genomics, regional bias, epigenetics, G x E 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In the past few years, genomic evaluation and testing has been increasing in 
popularity in order to advance dairy cattle genetics. Genomic evaluations allow producers 
and animal breeders to use a younger more genetically elite group of bulls thus increasing 
reliability for those bulls over parental averages or PTAs. Research done by Van Raden 
et al. (2009) and Wiggans et al. (2010) indicate reliability increases for genomic 
evaluations over traditional evaluations. Genomic testing also shortens the generation 
interval, thus contributing to an exponential rate increase in genetic gain (Schefers and 
Weigel, 2012). However, Patry and Ducrocq (2011) expressed concern that if the current 
genetic evaluation model remains unchanged, genetic evaluations may become even 
more biased if genomic preselection is not accounted for in genetic evaluation models.  
Producers have claimed that current genomic evaluations may be biased against 
cattle raised in western environment. If the bias does exist, it may result from genotype 
by environmental interactions (G x E) and could be an example of epigenetic effects. If 
bias exists, genomic evaluations will need to be focused on regions, families, or other 
relevant groups of cattle.  
Reverter et al. (1994) introduced a method to detect bias in genetic evaluations by 
regressing high reliability data to low reliability data (genomic vs. tradtitional and/or 
PTA) which was used in this study. The expectation of the calculation was 1. A 
regression coefficient greater than 1 indicated the variance of lower reliability PTA was 
underestimated.  If the regression coefficient was less than 1, the variance of genomic 
evaluations was too large. Any deviation from 1 indicated that a bias existed.  
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The objective of this study was to determine if important amounts of bias exist in 
genomic evaluations of dairy cattle in various regions of the United States. By evaluating 
regressions of genomic PTA on traditional PTA and PA for Maddox Dairy in California, 
Iowa State University (ISU) and Pennsylvania State University (PSU), we may be able to 
detect if bias exited if the regression coefficient differs from 1.   
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
History of Genetics  
 
The origins of dairy cattle genetics have a very diverse and ancient history. The 
domestication of cattle did not occur in Europe and Asia until the New Stone Age, 
6,000BC- 8,000BC (Legates and Warwick, 1990). The first dairy cattle came to the West 
Indies with Christopher Columbus on his second voyage and then finally made it to 
Jamestown colony in 1611 (Bath et al., 1985). It was not until 1760 when Robert 
Bakewell of England documented the first genetic improvement of cattle.  
Bakewell is known as the first pioneer in animal breeding. He conducted the first 
systematic progeny test of bulls and rams and selected the males with the best progeny 
(Legates and Warwick, 1990). A few years later, the Colling brothers applied Bakewell’s 
principles of careful selection based on individual performance, progeny testing, and 
inbreeding, especially line breeding, to favored cattle and put their results in a first herd 
book in 1822 (Bath et al., 1985). Up until this time, most genetic improvements were 
unknowingly done by natural selection (later to be coined by Charles Darwin in 1859). 
Humans selected animals with traits considered desirable to them, thus allowing only 
those animals to reproduce. The rest of the 19th century was focused solely on developing 
the dairy cattle breeds and stabilizing herd books.  
 In the 20th century, more knowledge and understanding of animal breeding was 
surfacing. Charles Darwin introduced evolution and the beginning principles to 
understand hereditary variations. In the early 1900’s, the work of Gregor Mendel 
surfaced allowing geneticists to study his findings and find ways to explain the 
inheritance of traits.  
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Daughter- Dam Comparison- 1935 
 
A breakthrough occurred in 1935 when animal breeders introduced daughter-dam 
comparisons. Up to this point, it was realized that multiple lactation records were needed 
to obtain a better estimate of a dairy cow’s genotype for milk yield. Daughter-dam 
comparisons express each cow’s milk yield as a deviation from the yield of her dam. 
Records were expressed on standardized (305-2X-ME) equivalent basis (Bath et al., 
1985). The 305-2X-ME means a standard 305 lactation cycle, milking 2x a day and 
adjusted for the mature equivalent. This method was used for 3 decades and became the 
standard basis for genetic evaluation of yield in dairy cattle. Bath et al. (1985) explained 
that daughter-dam comparisons attempted to take into account both the sampling nature 
of inheritance and the fact the environmental effects were important in determining the 
yields of daughters and dams. A major disadvantage was the 2 ½ year lag time. 
Herdmate Comparison- 1962 
 
Herdmate comparison also known as stablemate comparison, was the first genetic 
evaluation procedure developed specifically for evaluating bulls (Bath et al., 1985). How 
the comparison worked was cows milking in the same herd at the same time had their 
records compared, thus eliminating environmental effects for estimates of breeding value 
from the cow’s milk yield during her current lactation. Herdmate comparisons were 
based on some very important assumptions and if these assumptions are not met data 
results may be considered biased. Bath et al. (1985) brought up four key assumptions and 
they are as follows: 1) All animals used in genetic evaluations were random samples of 
one genetic population from each breed. 2) There was no genetic trend for each breed. 3) 
The herdmates of all cows were subjected to the same severity of culling. 4) Each cow 
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and her herdmates received the same level of treatment with no preferential treatment 
being given to any animal.  
Modified Contemporary Comparison- 1974 
 
A revision of the genetic evaluation system occurred in 1974 to consider the merit 
of sires herdmates to account for genetic trends (Wiggans, 1991). Modified 
Comtemporary Comparison (MCC) occurs as a two-step process. The first step is 
evaluating the sires and the second step cows are evaluated using new sire proofs (Funk, 
1989). The disadvantages of the MCC was they did not account for the merit of the mates 
of bulls and ignore information of the progeny of females and sons of bulls (Wiggans, 
1991). 
Animal Model- 1989 
 
In July 1989 a new genetic evaluation system replaced the MCC. Advances in 
computer technology and animal breeding theory allowed researchers to incorporate even 
more performance information on animal’s relatives than with the MCC (Funk, 1989). 
The animal model allows for cows and bulls to be evaluated simultaneously with the use 
of an extremely powerful computer. The Animal Model predicted genetic merit of each 
animal in a population from the animals own production records (if available) and the 
production records of other animals (Wiggans and VanRaden, 1989).  
Predicted Transmitting Abilities (PTAs) were the genetic evaluations computed. 
PTA is an estimate of genetic superiority (inferiority) that an animal will transmit to their 
offspring and are calculated for milk pounds, fat pounds, fat percent, protein pounds, 
protein percent, somatic cell score, productive life, net merit and final type score 
(Holstein Association USA, 2012).  Before the animal model, bull proofs were separate 
from cow proofs and the genetic evaluations computed were called Predicted Difference 
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and Cow Index. By being able to evaluate bulls and cows simultaneously, there was no 
reason to distinguish between cow and bull proofs so Predicted Difference and Cow 
Index were changed to be called PTA (Funk, 1989).  
Some other changes brought by the animal model were that at the term 
repeatability was renamed reliability and also a new genetic base was established. The 
genetic base was simply a reference point as to how an animal ranks relative to other 
animals (Funk, 1989). The genetic base was set to 50% of cows having positive PTA and 
50% having negative PTA values.  
Genomic Evaluations 
 
According to the National Human Genome Research Institute (2004), scientists 
began mapping the bovine genome of a Herford beef cow in December 2003, but the first 
draft was not released into free public databases for use by biomedical and agricultural 
researchers around the globe until October 2004. The bovine genome contains 3 billion 
base pairs and 30 pairs of chromosomes. The genome contains approximately 22,000 
genes with 14,000 of them being common in all mammalian species. The genome allows 
scientists to see what genes within the genome code for specific traits such as milk 
production, fat and protein % or net merit and selectively choose bulls with a genetic 
value for breeding purposes without having to wait for an official genetic evaluation.    
In order to predict the genotype of dairy cattle, DNA must be collected and 
analyzed. The sources of DNA include hair (82%), nasal swab (12%), blood (5%), semen 
(<1%) or ear punches (<1%) (Wiggans et al., 2011). These DNA samples are then placed 
on a chip made by Illumina, Inc., known as the BoveSNP50 BeadChip (San Diego, CA) 
and extracted in special laboratories one being GeneSeek (Lincoln, NE). The BoveSNP50 
BeadChip provides the genotypes for 50,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) 
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approximately, evenly distributed across all 30 chromosomes; genomic evaluations are 
based on 42,503 SNP genotyped with the BoveSNP50 BeadChip (Wiggans et al., 2011). 
The chip will flag or mark variations in the 42,503 SNP locations that are then used to 
estimate genomic Predicting Transmitting Abilities (PTAs) or genomic estimated 
breeding values (GEBV) (Rogers, 2008).  
Once the DNA is extracted, genotype results are sent to the USDA-AIPL where 
they are loaded onto a database and checked on an individual animal basis for call rate 
and parent-progeny conflicts. The call rate measures the quality of SNP and animal basis 
so if the reported SNP has a call rate <90% or parent-progeny conflicts of >2% they are 
returned to the submitting laboratory for quality check (Wiggans et al., 2011). If they 
pass the quality check, genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) are calculated. The 
GEBV are calculated by estimating SNP effects from prediction equations, which are 
derived from a subset of animals in a population (i.e..., reference population) that have 
SNP genotypes and phenotypes for traits of interest (Schefers and Weigel, 2012).  
Before genomic selection was so widely used, AI companies relied heavily on 
progeny testing to identify bulls with high genetic merit. Schefers and Weigel (2012) 
discussed that progeny testing of a young bull actually means an average estimated 
breeding value (EBV) or more commonly known as the parent average (PA). The EBV 
would be used to select bulls of high genetic merit with a reliability of only 30-40%. The 
EBV would be used to choose a group of elite cows to serve as potential dams of young 
bulls. Once the bulls reached sexual maturity, units of their semen were collected and 
dispersed to various herds to reach a goal of 100 milking daughters. Three years later, the 
daughters would be lactating, and their information would used to calculate a new EBV 
for the sires milk production and key traits. By this time, bulls are almost 5 years of age 
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and AI companies can finally decide whether or not the bulls should be culled or be 
marketed out to dairies for use as potential sires (Shefers and Weigel, 2012).  
The main difference between traditional PA and genomic testing is the shortened 
generation interval, thus contributing to an exponential rate increase of genetic gain 
(Shefers and Weigel, 2012). By knowing the animals that are or are not genetically 
superior based on their DNA, breeders can eliminate them from their herd before going 
through a full progeny test. The total saving are enormous, because genetically inferior 
males are culled less than one year of age and do not have to be raised or housed at AI 
companies to almost 5 years of age for a progeny test to be completed. In a genomic 
evaluation, all young bulls selected either with PTA based on pedigree information and 
genomic selection, will get PTA with offspring information as it comes in just like they 
would had they gone through a progeny test program (Rogers et al., 2008). Genomic 
young sires have GEBV information, but lack phenotypic data on their daughters.  
All genotypes must be matched to phenotypes in order to estimate SNP effects. 
Traditional genetic evaluations combine only phenotypic data and probabilities that genes 
are identical by decent of pedigree data; however, genomic evaluations trace the 
inheritance back to individual genes on the SNP (VanRaden et al., 2009). Since dairy 
breeding is a highly advanced and global system matching genotypes with phenotypes 
can be an extremely difficult task. Many national computing centers use the best linear 
unbiased prediction (BLUP) animal models for normally distributed traits or nonlinear 
mixed models for non-normal traits and forward the resulting national EBV to Interbull 
Center in Uppsala, Sweden (VanRaden et al., 2008). Interbull then estimates the genetic 
correlations of performance for the same trait across different countries and uses multi- 
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trait across country evaluation (MACE) to obtain and EBV for each bull for expected 
performance within each environment (VanRaden et al., 2008).  
Numerous researchers Norman et al. (2005), Aguilar et al. (2010), Nilforooshan et 
al. (2010) have researched phenotypic interactions on traits in different environments to 
see if there should be different ways to calculate genomic sire evaluations on a national 
and international level. Similarly, Van Raden et al. (2009), Wiggans et al. (2011) and 
Olsen et al. (2011) are continually researching to see what statistical methods would be 
the best to calculate genomic evaluations.  
However, there are hesitations looking only at phenotypic information because 
genes are expressed differently in various environments, which potentially may exhibit 
genotype by environmental interaction (G X E) effects. A cow may have the genetic 
make up to be a high milk cow, but may be stunted due to environment and management 
practices. Then data collected may not be an accurate representation of the animal’s gene 
potential and may contain biases. 
Genotype by Environmental Interaction (G x E)  
 
 The reason why G x E is of upmost importance to dairy cattle breeding is that 
many sires have daughters all over the world. Although those daughters may have similar 
genotypes, the environment they live in may alter how genes are expressed. The 
environment and management of a dairy cow may have more effect on her future than her 
genetic make up. The environment does not directly change the hereditary make-up of an 
animal, but the environmental circumstances do determine to what extent the inherited 
tendency is expressed (Legates and Warwick, 1990).  
Genetic evaluations are supposed to account for environmental differences. 
Interbull calculates international bull genetic evaluations using MACE allowing bulls to 
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be evaluated simultaneously. MACE takes into account that bulls do not rank exactly the 
same in two countries due to differences in their environment (VanRaden et al., 2008). In 
the United States, genetic evaluations are supposed to look at milking daughters in 
various regions of the United States and take the average of all traits being evaluated. 
However, the question still arises of the validity of doing evaluations nationally and not 
regionally. Breeders should select for genotypes on traits within environmental 
conditions comparable to where the animals are intended to perform (Hammani et al., 
2008).   
 G x E is defined as the interaction between different environments and genotypes 
developing different phenotypes. There are two ways to measure G x E. The first is 
known as a scaling effect, where there are differences between environments without 
changes to prior ranking. The second, known as re-ranking, would be evaluated when 
there is a change genotypes in different environments (Hammani et al., 2008).  If a re-
ranking occurs, G X E is evident and an animal superior in one environment will be 
inferior in another.   
Interaction model, character state model and reaction norm model are the three 
main methods used to estimate G x E. All methods are an extension of the traditional 
genetic model for quantitative traits, P= G + E, where P is phenotype, G is genotype and 
E is environment (Hammani et al., 2008). The interaction model is different than the 
traditional model because it includes a random interaction of genotype and environment 
(P= G + E+ G x E) but it was more common in the sire x herd evaluations in the 1960’s. 
The character state model, also known as multi-trait model, measures G x E as a genetic 
correlation between the same types of performance measured in different environments 
(Hammani et al., 2008). MACE is a great example of character state model. Lastly, the 
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reaction norm model was recently introduced to animal breeding that can be used when 
phenotypes vary continually or gradually over an environmental gradient. For example, 
explaining a genotypes response to external environmental parameters.  
Dairy cattle researchers are constantly trying to evaluate if a G x E interactions 
exist. Norman et al. (2005) tried to see if national or regional sire evaluations were more 
effective in predicting milk yields comparing four different regions of the United States 
against one another.  He found that national evaluations were the best predicators of 
future daughter milk yield and that regional evaluations were the least accurate 
predictors. However, it should be noted that many of the genetically best bulls in the 
study did not have enough daughters in each region to be included in the regional 
evaluations.  
Reliability  
 
 Reliability or accuracy is commonly noted in dairy cattle evaluations. According 
to the Holstein Association USA (2012), reliability is a measure estimating accuracy of 
the Predicted Transmitting Ability or PTAs based on the amount of information in the 
evaluation from the animal, parents and its progeny.  Now with genomic evaluations, 
reliabilities have been steadily increasing. Reliability for genomic evaluations combine 
daughter equivalents from genomics, parent average and information from traditional 
evaluation not account for through genomics (Wiggans et al., 2011). Van Raden et al. 
(2009) conducted a study where he reported reliability gains over traditional PA for 
evaluations that included SNP affects on 3,576 Holstein predictor bulls that were tested 
for the genetic merit of 26 traits and as well as net merit. Genomic predictions can now 
achieve 60-70% depending on the heritability of the trait with yield traits reaching up to 
75% (Van Raden et al., 2008).  
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However, we should take caution of potential bias in reliability determination 
because of how animals are selected. BLUP does account for selective genotyping when 
we genotype more genetically superior bulls and inferior ones.  
Bias in Genetic Evaluations  
 
 Bias in dairy genetic evaluations has not been a new issue. For years, researchers 
were assessing whether or not evaluations were biased and formulating statistical 
equations and methods to account for biases. Today with genomic selection increasing in 
intensity, there is a major concern that genomic evaluations will be biased if the current 
equations are not modified. 
 Van Vleck (1987) considered the use of contemporary groups (CG) to remove 
biases from genetic evaluations. Some examples of CG are lactation number, days in 
milk, geographical location, registered or non-registered and Holstein or Jersey. He said 
that CG are often small and can be considered either fixed or random. Fixed groups help 
to remove bias due to associations between corresponding CG and sires, while random 
groups are effective in increasing the number of daughters at the expense of possibly 
increasing bias. Visscher and Goddard (1993) discussed a measure to quantify accuracy 
of prediction and bias known as mean squared error (MSE). The MSE= PEV +bias, 
where PEV stands for prediction error bias.  They said that when CG are random there 
are consistently higher correlations between true breeding value (TBV) and estimated 
breeding value (EBV) and the measured distance between the two would be considered 
the bias. Reverter et al. (1994) came up with a theoretical procedure to detect bias in 
genetic predictions based on three statistics. These statistics detect bias by identifying 
systemic, unexpected change in subsequent analyses, which can be commonly applied 
today in genetic evaluation calculations.  
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In national and international genetic evaluations, BLUP applied to the animal 
model are used to estimate breeding values (Patry and Ducrocq, 2011). As selection is no 
longer based on observations but rather on genetic make up or SNP, selection information 
will be missing in the analysis resulting in an underestimation of BV of preselected bulls 
and their daughters and an overestimation of reliabilities (Patry and Ducrocq, 2011).  
This would cause rankings to be less accurate and slow down genetic progress. Van 
Raden (2012) has been evaluating two methods to see if breeders can avoid bias from 
genomic preselection. The methods are known as either multiple-step or single step 
method. Van Raden (2012) found that the multiple-step was biased, while the single step 
method was less biased and more accurate, however, under strong selection was less 
accurate. Bias in genetic evaluations is inevitable and new methods need to be introduced 
to correctly account for biases.  
Method R 
 
Reverter et al. (1994) introduced an algorithm for estimating variance components 
based on linear regression coefficient of the recent (more accurate) on previous (less 
accurate) individual genetic predictions.  The regression part of the algorithm was used to 
regress PTAs computed from genomic evaluations on PTA determined without the 
genomic information and thus were at a lower reliability than the genomic PTA. The 
expectation of the calculation is 1. A regression coefficient greater than 1 indicates the 
variance of parental averages may have been underestimated.  If the regression 
coefficient is less than 1, the agreement (covariance) between the genomic PTA and the 
non-genomic PTA was too low. Any deviation from 1 indicates that bias exists.  
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Epigenetics 
  
 The European Union is conducting an integrated research project called Sabre 
(2012) where they are looking at cutting edge genomics and for sustainable animal 
breeding. Sabre (2012) is conducting a study where they are evaluating genomics and 
epigenetics. They define epigenetics as the study of changes in genome function without 
changes to the DNA and how gene expression changes during the differentiation of one 
cell type to another as a part of embryonic development or in response to environmental 
factors. Epigenetics is a chemical modification of the DNA, which can cause changes in 
the phenotype or gene expression. Since epigenetic effects are heritable and respond to 
environmental factors they contribute to variability within traits expressed from the 
animals genome (Sabre, 2012).  
  In the study between biases and genetic evaluations of dairy cattle, epigenetic 
effects need to be taken into account because animals in one environment may have the 
genes in the their genome for a particular trait but are not able to be expressed due to 
environmental factors. The phenotypes may be different for animals with the same 
genotype.  This is a very new and upcoming field of study and there is little research to 
back up if epigenetics affects dairy cattle genetic evaluations.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data Sources 
  
 Maddox Dairy. Genomic samples of 939 registered, 1st lactation fresh Holstein 
heifers at Maddox Dairy in Riverdale, California were collected in September 2010 using 
the BoveSNP50 Bead Chip from Illumina, Inc. A total of 10-40 switch hairs were pulled 
for each animal. Name, animal ID, signature and date of collection were recorded and 
sent to GeneSeek for results. The PTAs were produced by the USDA.  
 Iowa State University (ISU). Genomic, PA and PTA results for 334 Holstein 
cows, various lactation numbers, were received from Dr. Diane Spurlock on February 12, 
2013. Samples were collected using the BoveSNP50 Bead Chip.  
Pennsylvania State University (PSU). Two sets of genomic PTA were received on 
February 2, 2013 from Dr. Chad Dechow. One set included 68 Holstein cows of various 
lactation numbers. Genomic PTA were calculated using the BovLD Chip in February 
2012. The other set included 210 cows, various lactation numbers, collected using the 
BoveSNP50 Bead Chip. Six animals were removed from this set because they did not 
have accurate PA information.   
Data Processing 
 
 Maddox Dairy. Tissue samples were sent to GeneSeek. The arcode on the hair 
card was scanned and name, animal ID and date were recorded into an excel spreadsheet. 
SNP data was supplied to Holstein Association USA who then incorporated the results 
from GeneSeek DNA extraction into their regular genetic evaluations to produce PTAs 
for net merit (NM$), productive life (PL), somatic cell score (SCS), daughter pregnancy 
rate (DPR), milk, fat, fat %, protein, protein %, daughter calving ease (DCE), daughter 
still birth (DSB), predicted transmitting ability type (PTAT) and total performance index 
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(TPI). Reliabilities for parental averages and genomic evaluations were also given. 
Reliabilities for PA were not available for milk, fat%, protein % or TPI. Genomic TPI 
reliability was also not available.  
Iowa State University. In addition to each cows genomic PTAs, ISU supplied 
PTAs for each cows sire and dam. These parental PTAs were used to calculate the cows 
PA PTAs. The cows genomic PTAs were regressed on these PA PTAs. ISU also supplied 
PTAs for these cows which were calculated without using the genomic information. 
Three animals were excluded from the data set due to no record of them being genotyped. 
Regression, covariance and low and high variances could not be calculated for PL, SCS, 
DPR, fat %, protein %, DCE, DSB, PTAT and TPI because this information was not 
supplied.   
   Pennsylvania State University. The data set given for the 210 cows analyzed 
using the BoveSNP50 Bead Chip had genomic PTA for NM$, PL, SCS, DPR, milk, fat, 
fat%, protein, protein %, DCE, DSB, PTAT and TPI. The PA was obtained for these 
cows from the AIPL website using the animals’ registration number. For the 68 cows 
who were analyzed using the BovLD chip, TPI was missing for both genomic and PA 
evaluations. Reliabilities on PA were not available on the website for milk, fat % and 
protein %. PA for DCE, DSB, PTAT and TPI were not available for the set including the 
210 cows. Genomic TPI was also not available. PA reliabilities were not available for fat, 
fat %, protein %, DCE, DSB, PTAT and TPI. Regression, covariance and low and high 
variances could not be calculated for DCE, DSB, PTAT and TPI due to information that 
was not available.  
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Analysis  
 
 A simple regression of genomic PTAs on PA and/or traditional PTA was 
calculated for each trait where available. Traditional PTAs were defined as PTAs that did 
not use genomic information but included a cow’s own observations when computed. 
The expected value for this regression was 1 and any deviation from 1 indicated bias 
existed (Reverter et al, 1994).  If the regression coefficient was less than 1, the agreement 
(covariance) between the genomic PTA and the non-genomic PTA was too low. If less 
than 1, variance of genomic evaluations was too large. The same regressions were 
performed on both ISU and PSU herds. 
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RESULTS 
 
The largest differences between genomic averages for traditional PA PTAs for 
Maddox, PSU and ISU were in NM$, milk, fat and protein. PSU had higher NM$, milk, 
fat and protein than both Maddox and ISU when looking at PA PTA. Maddox was 
drastically lower than both PSU and ISU. NM$, fat, protein and milk genomic averages 
for Maddox were -11.9, 1.4, 1.4 and -1.4 respectively (Table 1). PSU PA PTAs from the 
BovLD chip were 259.3, 563.9, 23.9 and 17.78, respectively; PSU 50K were 288.8, 733, 
27 and 24, respectively (Table 1) and ISU PA PTAs were 75.6, 351.7, 10.7 and 11.88 
respectively (Table 2). All other traits did not express major differences in averages. 
Averages for traditional PA PTA evaluations expressed the same pattern of high and low 
averages for Maddox, PSU and ISU for NM$, milk, fat and protein. PSU again was 
higher than both Maddox and ISU (Tables 1 and 2).  
Genomic reliabilities were relatively constant for all data sets, ranging from high 
60’s to low 80’s for NM$, PL, SCS, DPR, milk, fat, fat %, protein, protein % and PTAT 
and low 40’s to upper 50’s for DCE and DSB (Table 3). Traditional PA PTA reliabilities 
for Maddox and PSU expressed a wider range from low teens to low 50’s. The highest 
traditional PA PTA reliabilities were seen for fat and protein for Maddox and PSU 
BovLD data set. Maddox had an average of 45.8 for both fat and protein and PSU BovLD 
and 50.9 for fat and 50.7 for protein for traditional PA PTAs (Table 3). 
ISU did not provide any traditional PTA or PA reliabilities, however, they did 
supply reliabilities only for genomic PTA milk and net merit and milk reliability was 
higher than both Maddox and PSU BovLD and 50K at 81.1.  
Traditional PA PTA reliabilities were extremely low for DCE, DSB and DPR at 
21.9, 19.3 and 23.4 for Maddox respectively when compared to PSU BovLD reliabilities 
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at 29.4, 28.5 and 35.9. The PSU 50K PA PTA reliabilities were not available for DSB, 
DCE, but DPR had a reliability of 34 (Table 3). Van Raden et al. (2009) in his study on 
3,576 Holstein bulls reported reliability gains over traditional PA PTA for genomic 
evaluations, which was proved to be true in this study. 
 Regressions of genomic PTA on traditional PTA for ISU were extremely close to 
1. Genomic and PTA information were 0.99 for milk, fat and protein and 0.93 for NM$ 
for ISU (Table 4). For ISU, genomic and PA PTA were all 0.93 for NM$, milk, and 
protein and exactly 1.0 for fat (Table 5). Maddox generally deviated more strongly from 
1, but PSU also had large deviations as well (Tables 4 and 6). For Maddox, the most 
extreme deviations from 1 were SCS at 0.65 and DCE at 0.72 and the closet to one were 
DSB at 1.005 and DPR at 0.94. Fat % and protein % were both greater than 1 at 1.31 and 
1.14 respectively (Table 4). The most extreme deviations from 1 for PSU BovLD were 
for milk at 0.76 and DPR at 0.82 and the values closet to 1 were for protein % at 1.09, fat 
at 0.99, PTAT at 1.02 and DSB at 0.98. Fat % was greater than 1 at 1.25 (Table 6). For 
the PSU 50K data set, all traits were closer to 1 when compared to BovLD data set. NM$ 
was the furthest away from 1 at 0.86 and values closet to 1 were for PL, SCS, DPR, fat, 
fat %, and protein % at 1.008, 1.001, 1.09, 1.05 and 1.06 respectively. Milk and protein 
were greater than 1 at 1.27 and 1.1.  
 Variances for Maddox, PSU and ISU go in the right direction with the high 
variance (genomic) being greater than low variance (traditional PTA and/or PA). As 
reliability increased the variance also increased (Table 4, 5 and 6).  
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Table 1. Averages for genomic and traditional evaluations for Maddox and PSU 
Maddox PSU 
Trait Genomic 
50K 
Traditionalb 
 
Genomica 
 
Traditionala 
 
Genomic 
50K 
Traditional 
50K 
NM$ -11.9 23.1 259.3 
 
259.8 
 
288.8 
 
82.5 
 
PL -0.3 -0.1 1.9 
 
1.9 
 
2.3 
 
0.4 
 
SCS 2.9 
 
2.9 2.9 
 
2.9 
 
2.9 
 
2.9 
 
DPR -0.3 -0.08 0.2 
 
0.3 
 
0.8 
 
0.4 
 
Milk 1.4 80.5 563.9 
 
569.5 
 
733 
 
63.5 
 
Fat 1.4 3.7 23.9 
 
21.9 27 6.5 
Fat % 0.006 
 
0.003 0.032 
 
0.008 
 
-0.01 
 
-0.01 
 
Protein -1.4 1.05 17.78 
 
16.5 
 
24 6 
Protein  
% 
-0.005 
 
-0.005 -0.004 
 
-0.0005 
 
0.0 -0.005 
DCE 8.1 8.1 7.1 
 
7.4 
 
5.5 
 
N/A 
DSB 7.8 7.8 6.9 
 
7.0 
 
6 N/A 
PTAT 0.68 0.67 0.58 
 
0.46 
 
0.1 
 
N/A 
TPI 1,346 1,375 1,615 
 
1,595 
 
N/A N/A 
Number of 
observations 
       936 936 68          68      210        210 
a 
= PSU- 68 animals had BovLD genotypes and other 210 animals were 50K 
b
= for Maddox, because these were heifers, the traditional PTA were parental averages   
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Table 2. ISU averages for genomic, PA, PTA evaluations 
ISU 
              Trait            Genomic 
               50K 
              PA 
 
            PTA 
NM$ 75.6 75.6 55.6 
 
PL N/A N/A N/A 
 
SCS N/A N/A N/A 
DPR N/A N/A N/A 
Milk 351.7 
 
387.9 
 
350.9 
 
Fat 10.7 
 
11.7 
 
10.7 
 
Fat % -0.007 
 
N/A N/A 
 
Protein 11.88 
 
12.72 
 
11.87 
 
Protein % 0.005 N/A N/A 
DCE N/A N/A N/A 
DSB N/A N/A N/A 
PTAT N/A N/A N/A 
TPI N/A N/A N/A 
 
Number of 
observations  
310 310 310 
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Table 3. Reliability averages for genomic and traditional evaluations 
Maddox ISUa PSU 
Trait Genomic 
50K 
Traditional 
 
Genomic 
50K 
Genomicb 
 
Traditionalb 
 
Genomic 
50K 
Traditional 
 
NM$ 73.4 36.4 
 
74.3 
 
70.8 
 
41.6 
 
71 
 
37.5 
 
PL 72.8 
 
29.9 
 
N/A 66.1 
 
36.3 
 
63.5 
 
35.5 
 
SCS 76.1 
 
32.2 
 
N/A 71.4 
 
40.7 
 
68.5 
 
36.5 
 
DPR 70.1 
 
23.4 
 
N/A 64.1 
 
35.9 
 
62 34 
Milk 77.7 
 
N/A 81.1 
 
77.1 50.9 
 
75 40 
Fat 77.7 
 
45.8 
 
N/A 77.1 
 
50.9 
 
75 N/A 
Fat % 77.7 
 
N/A N/A 77.1 
 
N/A 75 N/A 
Protein 77.7 
 
45.8 N/A 77.1 
 
50.7 
 
75 40 
Protein 
% 
77.7 N/A N/A 77.1 
 
N/A 75 N/A 
DCE 47.9 
 
21.9 N/A 59.1 
 
29.4 
 
63 N/A 
DSB 42.6 
 
19.3 
 
N/A 52.9 
 
28.5 
 
60.5 N/A 
PTAT 76.8 
 
43.8 N/A 70.3 
 
37.7 
 
67 
 
N/A 
TPI N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
a
 = ISU did not provide PA or PTA reliabilities  
b = BovLD test for 68 PSU animals for genomic and traditional evaluations, the other 210 
animals were 50K 
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Table 4. Regression (R), covariance of genomic with traditional and variances of 
genomic and traditional PTA for Maddox and ISU 
a 
= genomic and PTA information, not parental averages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maddox ISUa 
Trait R Cov 
 
Var(L) 
 
Var(H) 
 
R 
 
Cov 
 
Var(L) 
 
Var(H) 
 
NM$ 0.77 
 
13,610 
 
13,603 
 
24,739 
 
0.93 
 
12,462 
 
13,986 
 
19,940 
 
PL 0.75 
 
1.6 
 
2.1 
 
3.3 
 
N/A N/A 
 
N/A N/A 
SCS 0.65 
 
0.006 
 
0.008 
 
0.02 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DPR 0.94 
 
0.6 
 
0.6 
 
1.3 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Milk 0.91 
 
256,968 
 
281,204 
 
382,458 
 
0.99 338,198 
 
340,765 
 
342,780 
 
Fat 0.86 
 
0.002 
 
0.002 
 
0.007 
 
0.99 
 
607.4 
 
615.6 
 
609.1 
 
Fat % 1.31 
 
0.002 
 
0.002 
 
0.007 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Protein 0.81 
 
181.4 
 
222.8 
 
241.2 
 
0.99 
 
254.8 
 
256.9 
 
258.5 
 
Protein 
% 
1.14 
 
0.0004 0.0003 
 
0.0012 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DCE 0.72 
 
0.6 
 
0.9 
 
1.5 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DSB 1.005 
 
0.96 
 
0.96 
 
1.69 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
PTAT 0.74 
 
0.3 
 
0.4 
 
0.5 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TPI 0.74 17,922 
 
24,177 
 
32,853 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 5. Regression (R), covariance of genomic with traditional and variances of 
genomic and parent averages for ISU 
a
 = genomic and PA information only, not PTA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ISUa 
Trait    R 
50k 
Cov 
50K  
Var(L) 
50K 
Var(H) 
50K 
NM$ 0.93 
 
11,217 
 
12,038 
 
19,940 
 
PL N/A N/A 
 
N/A N/A 
SCS N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DPR N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Milk 0.93 
 
220,819 
 
237,104 
 
342,780 
 
Fat 1.004 
 
394.9 
 
393.2 
 
609.1 
 
Fat % N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Protein 0.93 
 
181.92 
 
195.30 
 
258.52 
 
Protein  
% 
N/A N/A 
 
N/A N/A 
DCE N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DSB N/A N/A N/A N/A 
PTAT N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TPI N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 6. Regression (R), covariance, low and high variance for PSU BovLD and 50K 
SNP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PSU 
Trait R 
BovLD 
Cov 
  
Var(L) 
 
   Var(H) 
 
R 
50K 
Cov 
  
Var(L) 
 
     Var(H) 
 
NM$ 0.90 
 
38,017 
 
42,312 
 
44,607 
 
0.86 
 
16,518 
 
19,246 
 
27,678 
 
PL 0.91 
 
4.5 
 
4.9 
 
6.2 
 
1.008 
 
1.9 
 
1.9 
 
3.6 
 
SCS 0.91 
 
0.04 
 
0.04 
 
0.05 
 
1.001 
 
0.02 
 
0.02 
 
0.04 
 
DPR 0.82 1.3 
 
1.6 
 
1.8 
 
0.98 
 
1.2 
 
1.2 
 
1.8 
 
Milk 0.76 
 
154,823 
 
203,093 
 
271,451 
 
1.27 
 
172,937 
 
135,891 
 
390,687 
 
Fat 0.99 
 
424.4 
 
428.6 
 
710.9 
 
1.09 
 
306.3 
 
280.8 
 
610.5 
 
Fat % 1.25 
 
0.008 
 
0.005 
 
0.022 
 
1.05 
 
0.009 
 
0.009 
 
0.01 
 
Protein 0.87 
 
118.4 
 
136.2 
 
207.8 
 
1.1 133.2 
 
117.5 
 
269.7 
 
Protein 
% 
1.09 
 
0.0009 
 
 
0.0008 
 
0.004 
 
 
1.06 
 
0.002 
 
0.002 
 
0.002 
 
DCE 0.91 
 
0.71 
 
0.8 
 
1.7 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DSB 0.98 
 
0.8 
 
0.8 
 
1.9 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
PTAT 1.02 0.4 
 
0.4 
 
0.6 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TPI 0.87 
 
45,408 
 
52,386 
 
57,063 
 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 There was not a good agreement between genomic and traditional predictions for 
PSU and Maddox, but ISU PTA and PA expressed the least amount of bias. The 
covariance between genomic and not genomically enhanced PTA indicated lack of 
agreement between subsequent predictions as reliability increases. Bias of predictions 
clearly existed in the Maddox data. The PSU bias may have been a result of relatively 
small numbers for both data sets especially for the BovLD data.  
  The ISU did not show substantial bias between genomic and traditional PTA. It 
did show that some bias existed between genomic and PA PTA. This indicated that at 
least some of bias may not have been due to the use of genomic information alone. 
Alternatively, the ISU data may be a part of a larger group of cattle in the genetic 
evaluations (Midwest) than both Maddox (CA) and PSU (East Coast). Geographic 
regions may cause bias in evaluations. Considering this, Norman et al. (2005) would 
argue that many of the best bulls genetically do not have enough daughters for regional 
evaluations to meet requirements and national sire evaluations can include more bulls 
than regional evaluations. However, with the enhanced reliability of genomic evaluations 
this is no longer as important of a consideration and the bias seen in the cows in this 
analysis was troubling.    
 Some other potential causes for the biases could be genotype by environmental 
interaction (G X E), epigenetic effects and non-stable linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
between marker and QTL. Muir (2007) showed that genomic selection produces genomic 
estimated breeding values (GEBV) based on predictions of SNP effects that are in LD 
with QTL and sometimes selection can change the pattern. He concluded that even if you 
were to fix the markers some of the QTL variance would not be captured by genomic 
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selection; however, phenotypic or BLUP-based selection does not suffer LD between 
markers and QTL. Therefore, non-stable LD between marker and QTL could be a major 
cause in bias in this study because genomic selection cannot successfully capture all QTL 
(Goddard, 2008). Patry and Ducrocq (2011) also presented evidence that national genetic 
evaluations are biased when young sires are preselected based on GEBV.  
G x E interaction could be the potential cause of bias in this study. Animals in 
California or the West Coast are housed and managed differently than cattle in the 
Midwest and East Coast. Feeds, weather, temperature, humidity are also substantially 
different in the regions. Windig et al. (2011) expressed his concern, saying that G x E 
could re-rank sires in a genetic evaluation. He suggested combining two known models 
that account for G x E, multi-trait model and reaction norm model, in to one model in 
order to account for all potential biases. A further study on G x E alone for this particular 
study should be done do see if there is a larger amount of G x E occurring in California 
than in the Midwest or East Coast. According to our data, this seems to be occurring due 
to Maddox regressions deviating further away from 1 than both PSU and ISU.  
 Epigenetic effects may play a role in the bias observed. Epigenetics, a special type 
of G x E interaction, shows the effect of how environmental factors can change the way 
genes are expressed (Sabre, 2012). Singh et al. (2011) recently conducted a study on 
epigenetics and regulating dairy cow milk production. His preliminary research suggested 
a positive association of a dam’s milking performance and nutritional status with her 
daughter’s first lactation performance indicating epigenetic effects. This could be another 
possible explanation of bias in evaluations, but it is such a new field of study that more 
research needs to be done.  
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 The reasons explaining such a large variation in biases between Maddox, ISU and 
PSU are hard to pin point. Genetic evaluations could be affected by G x E interactions, 
epigenetic effects or non-stable LD. We do know bias exited in genomic evaluations and 
is more evident in California than the Midwest. Since epigenetic and G x E affect genetic 
predictions so strongly, we must consider regionalized genetic predictions over national 
evaluations because it is feared that the power of genetic predictions may be decreasing 
between families. A further study of the entire Holstein population should be conducted 
to see if regional bias of genetic evaluations exists and if it would be more profitable to 
dairy producers.   
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CONCLUSION 
 
 According to this study, current genomic evaluations may have been biased for 
cattle raised in western environment. Maddox Dairy in Riverdale, California expressed 
the most extreme deviations from 1 when regressions of genomic PTA on traditional PA 
PTA were evaluated (Tables 4, 5 & 6). ISU expressed the smallest deviations from 1 and 
the BovLD and 50K PSU data sets were in the middle of ISU and Maddox. The PSU bias 
may be a result of relatively small numbers for both data sets especially for the BovLD 
data. Some reasons for potential bias in all data sets could be from epigenetic defects,  
G x E interaction or non-stable LD.  
The power of genetic predications may be decreased between families and/or 
regions. Regional predictions may be a better alternative to national evaluations in order 
for animals to be compared to other animals in the same management and environmental 
regions. A further study of the entire Holstein population should be conducted to see if 
regional genetic evaluations would be a more profitable alternative to producers than the 
current national genetic evaluations. 
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